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Abstract 

With the explosive growth of news text data in the Internet and social media, how to 
quickly get key information from massive text data has become a hot issue. Text 
summary technology can compress long text into concise, coherent and unappropriate 
short text, thus speeding up people's access to information. Helps people read news from 
the Internet and social media more efficiently. For this reason, this paper summarizes 
the development process, research status and the problems to be solved of text summary 
technology. 
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1. Rationale and Background  

Rapid development of Internet with big data technology places us in an era of information 
explosion, while also causing problems of text information overload to become increasingly 
severe. Through the Internet we are able to quickly obtain massive information, but the web 
text usually contains a lot of redundant data. And, the title party problem is getting stronger 
since the Internet Meyer into business era, there are various reasons that users cannot directly 
discern the effective content of the text, increasing the difficulty of users to obtain the target 
information. Therefore, rapidly extracting key information from the massive text information 
has become the urgent need of people, and the research topic of text key information extraction 
has emerged. 

AI technologies have entered the third wave of development in recent years, with many 
excellent technologies being proposed and the field at a rapid pace. Natural language processing 
technology, although the most difficult of the arti fi cial intelligence techniques, has also yielded 
a lot of historic results. Especially with the promotion of researchers from top companies such 
as Google, Facebook and Stanford and colleges, natural language processing has opened a new 
starting point in the field of deep learning. Large scale pretrained models, such as Google 
released Bert [1], iPhone released Ernie [2], have opened the pretraining era in the natural 
language domain. Abstract the generation technology also achieved better results, as illustrated 
by news publics at hundreds of micromolar voice sound, results from Google search engines, 
generation of Aichi Video Tags, and so on, and these technical results not only liberated the 
enterprise employees' hands, but also greatly improved efficiency and quality. 

So the methodological research on abstract generation technology is pivotal in the fields of 
public opinion, science and technology retrieval, and news. For accurate and high-quality 
extraction of text critical information, in order to alleviate the problem of information overload 
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people face and quickly obtain information that is valuable to themselves from the Internet, this 
study will mainly focus on unstructured text documents for abstract generation algorithms. 

2. A Dynamic Analysis of The Current Status and Aevelopment of Research 
at Home and Abroad 

Text Abstract refers to the computer's analysis of the textual information from which to select 
sentences that reflect the contents of the text topic or that are formally and meaningfully 
coherent, nonredundant sentences are generated by the computer on the basis of its 
understanding of the textual information. Users can obtain critical information from the 
abstract without reading the entire text, thereby helping users improve reading efficiency. 

Internationally, in 1952 IBM Corporation researcher H.P. Luhn [3] was the first to suggest that 
computer can be utilized for literature compression, in which it was proposed to rate the 
importance of that word throughout the text by calculating the word frequency in the text, and 
in which several sentence composition abstracts were picked out by taking the statistical result 
as a reference for measuring the importance of a sentence by counting the word frequency of 
the words contained in the sentence in the text. Rush et al and nallapati et al [4] were among 
the first scholars to apply neural network codec architectures to text summaries. In 2018, 
Paulus et al [5] proposed a depth boosting model (DRM) for generative textual abstracts that 
uses an intra attentional mechanism to deal with covering problems. In this mechanism, the 
decoder processes the words generated before. Narayan et al [6] proposed a generative 
summary model suitable for extreme generalizations based on convolutional neural networks, 
introducing thematic distribution conditions (tconvs2s). In May 2019, Jacob Devlin et al [7] 
proposed a new linguistic model: the Bert (bidirectionalencoder representations from 
transformants), which is represented using the transformer's two-way encoder. Berts are 
designed to pre train bidirectional representations of depth by jointly modulating context in all 
layers, through an additional output layer, making it possible to fine tune pre trained Bert 
models to create state-of-the-art models for various tasks such as question response and 
linguistic reasoning, without substantial modification of the task specific architecture. In the 
same year, Yang Liu et al [8] constructed a text Abstract pretrained encoder model by stacking 
several mutually exclusive transformer layers on the basis of the Bert encoder, which proposed 
a new fine-tuning method to optimize the encoder and decoder separately, and further 
improved the quality of the generated text summary. 2020, M Ramina et al. 9 passed keyword 
information in text format to an automated abstract model, which generated subject level 
abstracts using a Bert based bidirectional encoder. Ming Hsiang Su [10] et al used a text 
segmentation module to represent the input text in several parts using a Bert model and an 
LSTM pretrained two-way encoder. A summary model based on a Bert based summary model 
(bertsum) is then constructed, extracting the most important sentences from each segment. 
Yisong Chen et al [11] combined textrank with Bart models to increase the weight of key 
statements in the press, making the abstract more topical. With the development of graph 
neural network (GCN), Z. Liang et al [12] proposed a gate keeping graph neural attention 
network (ggnan) for abstract abstract. The proposed ggnan combines graph neural networks 
and the famous seq2seq to better encode complete graph structure information. 

The research on text automatic abstract technology in China began in the 1980s, and multiple 
shallow features of text from research and development on subject groups led by Professor 
Yongcheng Wang [13] in 1997 scored sentences in the text and developed "" Chinese automatic 
abstract experiment system "" (sjtucaa), followed by the development of "" Chinese Literature 
Automatic Abstract System CAE "" and "" OA Chinese Literature Automatic Abstract System "". 
The system integrates indicating phrase, position, title, etc. In recent years, many scholars have 
fully considered the influence of semantic factors on the text Abstract in order to improve the 
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issues such as information redundancy and diversity of the areas to which the information 
belongs. Du Xiuying [14] and others constructed multi text Abstract Based on extracting subject 
sentences using cloud computing platform, and at the same time proposed a multi text 
automatic abstract method using clustering theory and semantic similarity analysis as 
technology. Shen Hua [15] et al incorporated information such as sentence length and similarity 
of sentences in the text into the eigensemantic vector calculation of sentences. Hou rive [16] 
and others proposed to integrate thematic key information into the original encoder decoder 
structure using a multi attention mechanism to reinforce the model's understanding of the 
original theme. Lee Daozhou [17] et al proposed a generative text summary algorithm that 
inputs raw text to the encoder at the encoder end and generates a fixed length semantic vector 
in combination with a bidirectional gating cycle unit, assigning weights to each input word 
using an attentional mechanism to reduce the loss of details of input sequence information. 
Xiaomalay Jiang et al [18] mined the thematic information of original articles by drawing 
keywords and integrated them explicitly into the attention mechanism, so that the model, in the 
presence of global thematic information guidance, generates theme oriented abstracts in a 
context aware manner. Zhongxiang Cai et al.19 proposed an automatic text summary model, tri 
PCN, by using the transformer model to extract multi-level global text features in the decoding 
stage and fusing a pointer network. A copying mechanism for introducing pointer generation 
network models keyword information can be copied directly from the news text as the news 
title is generated. Yang Tao [20] and others have introduced motif models into the long text 
abstract task using a combination of abstraction and generative style. Overall, compared with 
the statistical based methods, the text abstract methods based on deep learning algorithms are 
more complex [21], and the resulting text Abstract is more comprehensive, objective, 
comprehensible and readable, which will be the trend of future research. 

3. Key Tssues to be Solved  

(1) Previous automatic summarization techniques tend to ignore important information and 
produce a lot of redundant information. Sequence-to-sequence models do not adequately 
model important information in sentence summary tasks. This study will better remove 
redundant information and reduce the omission of important information by incorporating text 
features, generator pointers, and hierarchical attention into the previous algorithm 
architecture. Therefore, this study will further explore the sequence-to-sequence model design 
for the characteristics of summary tasks. 

(2) Although the above methods improve the quality of the generated summary, there is still 
room for improvement. Text themes are composed of multiple sub-themes, and each sub-theme 
has a different location and probability, so they need to be distinguished to produce a high-
quality summary. This study will continue to investigate how keywords can be introduced into 
automatic summarization algorithms to improve the quality of summary generation by 
incorporating topic information. 

(3) In addition to extracting key information to remove redundancy, the fact accuracy, language 
structure, lexicon, grammar, coherence and other aspects of sentences are also very important 
in text generation. In the current automatic summarization algorithm for Chinese text, the 
output sentences are not satisfactory. Sentences are often inconsistent and inconsistent. This 
study will strive to improve the language quality of the output summary. 
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